Wind energy forecasting helps to manage power production, and hence, reduces energy cost.
INTRODUCTION
One of the key challenges now a day is to find alternate energy sources with the well-known fact that energy sources like coal, oil, and gas will deplete with the passage of time; even water and nuclear fuel is available in limited amount. Consequently, industries are looking forward for researchers to explore efficient and reliable methods to exploit unlimited energy resources such as wind and sun, and production of energy on commercial scale. Complex processes, such as oil and gas extraction and refining, are not required for these alternate sources of energy and therefore, these unlimited sources are comparatively cheaper. Moreover, wind power generation has the capability of producing power on large scale and it is also pollution free, as well as being renewable source of energy, there will not be a question for future wind supply. Therefore, there is a trend to switch on to wind energy on massive scale in the developing countries; many European countries have already started exploiting wind power generation. Similarly, America and Canada are also utilizing heavy wind density to generate wind energy. However, accurate wind power prediction is a characteristic feature for wind power generation and integration of the power plant.
The primary issue with wind power generation is to provide steady power distribution. Since wind is fluctuating source of energy, power produced by wind at any instance is not known in advance. Therefore, in order to achieve smooth power distribution, prediction of wind power in advance for short or long time duration is required. Forecast of the wind power for short time duration spams over a range that vary from minutes to a day, while long-term forecast on the other hand varies from days to months and years. It is a known fact that the generated wind power depends largely upon the speed of wind. There are two different types of models which are used for prediction of wind power namely statistical and physical [1] [2] [3] . Physical models are based on physical laws that govern the atmospheric behavior. Different Parameters such as roughness of surface, pressure, temperature, humidity, obstacles of atmosphere and orography are evaluated to forecast wind power and speed. Statistical approaches are also evaluated for the Page 4 of 31 same problem and are based on wind's stochastic nature, i.e. a relationship between wind power and factors associated with it based on history [4] . In our work, we used a machine learning based statistical approach to learn from historical data and forecast short-term wind power for steady power distribution.
ANNs are empowered with ability to learn complex mappings. One of the initial works related to use of ANNs in wind power forecasting was gust prediction carried out by Carcangiu et al. [5] . S.
Li et al. developed a wind forecasting model by devising new feature selection technique for selection of compact set of input features [6] . While, G. Grassi et al. predicted the wind energy using two hidden layers [7] . In [8] , deep neural networks based ultra-short-term wind forecast model is suggested. Jursa et al. solved short-term wind power forecast problem using artificial intelligence [9] . They exploited evolutionary algorithms to reduce prediction error. Jursa's model used nearest neighbor search along with ANNs to forecast wind power on hourly basis. While Grassi's model was capable of predicting wind power on monthly basis and used ANNs [7] . García et al. [10] used series of regression Support Vector Machines for devising prediction system for short-term wind speed.
A series of hybrid approaches has shown significant improvement based on two or more techniques [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Among these, Amjady et al. proposed interesting but a bit complex model to improve prediction. Amjady model used irrelevancy and redundancy filters for feature selection, which are then passed to forecast engine [11] . Forecast engine contains distinctive neural networks along with Enhance Particle Swarm Optimization for weight adjustment. Neural networks used in their forecast engine are: Levenberg-Marquardt, Bayesian Regularization and Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno.
In [12] , the authors used a two stage hybrid approach for feature selection for price spike forecast of electricity markets. The hybrid approach proposed in [13] is composed of neural networks and evolutionary algorithm. Andrew et al. [14] analyzed the capabilities of data mining approaches for wind power perdition of a wind form. On the other hand, A. Zameer et al. [18] proposed ensemble based technique, GPeANNs in which multiple artificial neural networks are combined and performance of model is optimized using genetic programming algorithm (GP). GPeANNs is a two phase wind power prediction model, which uses 70% of available data for training of five neural networks in first phase. Whereas, in the second phase it makes use of 30% of unseen data separated from training data and forecasts that are obtained from neural networks. In this phase, GP is utilized for tree generation and for defining a mathematical relationship between input features and target vectors. Hybrid technique comprising variational model decomposition with a form of extreme learning machine has also been used for short-term speed prediction [19] .
Overall, an in-depth review of various statistical and hybrid approaches can be found in the literature [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
Statistical models are also incorporated in hybrid form for wind speed or wind power prediction.
In this regard, recently used least square support vector machine optimized with bat algorithm for wind power prediction and a self-adaptive ARIMAX Model with an Exogenous WRF Simulation for wind speed prediction have been reported [25, 26] . Capabilities of machine learning strategies have been intensively used in diverse areas of Science and Engineering such as prediction in materials science [27] , knowledge acquisition [28] , EEG and brain connectivity [29, 30] , and other industrial applications [31] . Similarly, machine learning has been employed to intelligently perform watermarking of an image [32] [33] . Specifically, the utilization of learning capabilities of ANNs can be found in various fields [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] .
Recently, several interesting machine learning techniques have been employed for the development of short-term wind power predication models. However, it is observed that models with good prediction power are compromised with high complexity in order to increase the prediction accuracy, the reported methods are complex (of hybrid nature using several types of regressors/learners, different feature extraction, and reduction techniques). Utilizing the strength of deep neural networks, many researchers have reported their work on wind power and wind speed predictions in [39] [40] [41] [42] . In this work, we show that deep learning mechanism such Page 6 of 31 as DBN can be effectively used to solve the wind power prediction problem. The proposed DBN based Wind Power prediction system (DBN-WP), due to its deep hierarchical learning and good generalization capabilities, not only yields improved wind power prediction but also keeps the prediction system simple and easy to implement by avoiding complex and hybrid machine learning mechanisms. Feature selection capability due to of pre-training makes it simple to use.
As contrast to traditional ANN approaches applied to wind power or speed prediction, the proposed model makes use of recent advances in deep learning technique, for instance, initializing parameter via unsupervised pre-training of DBN, hence enhancing the prediction accuracy.
METHODS

DEEP NEURAL NETWORK BASED LEARNING
Deep learning networks are learning mechanism, where high-level abstractions in data are modeled by using multiple processing layers. Therefore, deep learning techniques are being mostly favored for complex problems of both unsupervised and semi-supervised nature. Deep belief network (DBN) is a learning mechanism based on deep neural network having capability of unsupervised pre-learning. DBN is composed of multiple Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs). DBN first perform layer-wise greedy and unsupervised learning, whereby each layer is represented by an RBM. DBN is trained in an unsupervised way (without target labels) to reconstruct its inputs. Each layer of DBN acts as feature generator and converts the input to more abstract representation. After unsupervised learning, DBN can further be fine-tuned through supervised learning (use target labels) to perform classification or regression. This supervised learning after the unsupervised greedy layered-wise training is mostly performed using gradient descent. Approach of deep neural networks has been used in wide applications such as devising predictive feature space for object detection in natural images and in medical diagnostics [43] [44] . ( , )
where Z is used to define the partition factor and is defined as:
Since no connections exist between units of same layer, therefore the activation of the each of the hidden unit is mutually independent for the given visible units activation and same is true for visible layer. Probability of units in each layer depends on the state of the other layer and is computed as in equation 4-6.
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Training of RBM is usually performed through Contrastive Divergence (CD) algorithm [45] . The CD algorithm is based on Gibbs sampling and is used for weight matrix updation inside the gradient descent procedure. Following are the steps of CD algorithm for a single sample:
 For each training example , the probability of hidden unit is computed and after sampling, hidden activation vector is prepared.
 Compute the positive gradient denoted by product ℎ .
 Hidden layer activation ℎ computed in the previous step is used to sample a visible activation vector ′ on visible layer and this is used again to sample hidden activation vector ℎ′.
 Compute the negative gradient denoted by product ′ℎ ′ . The weight update is then given
, where α is learning rate.
Deep Belief Network
DBN is a stack of many RBMs such that hidden layer of each RBM act as visible layer for next RBM.
Visible layer of first RBM is also visible layer of the DBN and all other layers are hidden layers of DBN. DBN is trained by training a single RBM at a time. Once, first RBM has been trained, training samples are simply forwarded through it and the output produced at hidden layer of it, is served Page 9 of 31 as input on the visible layer of next RBM and so on. This is called layer-wise pre-training of DBN. Figure 1 shows the basic architecture of DBN used in the proposed DBN-WP.
The layer-wise greedy and unsupervised pre-training of DBN allows us to train a network with a large number of hidden layers; this may not be possible with back propagation algorithm [47] .
Once all the RBMs in the DBN have been trained, we can simply convert the bi-directional weights to unidirectional weights and DBN is ready to be used as a neural network. The benefit of converting DBN to NN is that we get an NN having large number of hidden layers, which are already pre-trained to some extent. To convert this NN to predict labels associated with training samples, a layer at the top is added that in which number of neurons are equal to number of classes. Now this whole NN is finally trained with back-propagation method for fine tuning. Since weights have already been initialized already with pre-training, training of this NN is accomplished much faster and in a more efficient way.
DBN used as a Regressor for Prediction
To convert a DBN to a regressor, there exist two possibilities [16] . First method is to train DBN in an unsupervised way and then convert it to neural network without adding any other layer. Now all the samples are fed forward through this NN and the output is treated as samples for regression model. The later approach is to train DBN via unsupervised learning and convert it to neural network by adding an outer layer (usually with one neuron) for regression on the top. The neural network is then trained with labeled data for fine tuning and used as regression model. In this work, we have employed the later approach.
PROPOSED DBN-WP BASED WIND POWER PREDICTION SYSTEM
It is well known that DBN represents a valuable tool for learning. Our proposed DBN-WP technique is used for performing both feature generation and regression using DBN. Our DBN architecture contains several (3-4) hidden layers comprising of RBMs. We have employed two
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architectures for the proposed DBN-WP system, denoted as DBN-WP1 and DBN-WP2. RBMs work on principal of minimizing free energy, while performing layer-wise pre-training.
The proposed DBN-WP exploits meteorological properties (wind speed, pressure, temperature etc.) to predict the wind power. DBN-WP, due to its unsupervised pre-training of RBM layers and generalization capabilities, is able to learn the fluctuations in the meteorological properties and thus is able to perform effective mapping of the wind power. The proposed DBN-WP based prediction consequently, is capable of not only providing better power prediction than existing techniques but, also shows good generalization by performing better on unseen data.
Furthermore, overall structure of the proposed model is much simpler in contrast to the existing complex models that contain multiple neural networks and other machine learning elements, such as Amjady's model [11] . Figure 2 shows the basic architecture of the DBN, while Figure 3 along with the present forecasts. Overall features set F(t), can be expressed mathematically as following equation (7):
where Kp(t), KD(t), and Ks(t) denotes power, direction, and speed of wind (at time t; where time is in hours), respectively, and Kz(t) and Km(t) represent the zonal-and meridionalcomponents of surface wind as per specification, respectively, again at current time 't'. This feature set goes into the DBN based regressor as input shown in Figure 3 (a). ( ), ( 1) In 5-fold test, 5-folds are randomly generated; one is used for testing, while the rest of four are used in training. As 5 fold is used therefore each step is performed five times so that every fold gets a chance in the set under test. Then the performance of proposed wind power predictor is evaluated on dataset by computing difference between predicted and measured values of wind power.
DBN-WP Cross-validation using Hold-out Method
We have also evaluated performance of the DBN-WP models using hold-out data processing method. Data is partitioned into training and validation set by specifying 70% for training while assigning rest of the 30% unseen data for validation. Performance is measured by computing the difference between actual and predicted labels.
Parameter Setting of the Proposed Technique
We empirically set the parameters of DBN-WP model. Multiple experiments were run to find out the best parameters for which DBN-WP model yields best results. The prominent parameters that can affect accuracy of prediction are depth of network, number of processing units within each layer, activation functions, learning rate, batch-size, and momentum. Table 1 demonstrates the details of parameter settings that yielded best prediction results. Momentum adds a part of the preceding weight to the present one. In essence, it is used to avoid algorithm from congregating to local minima. High value of momentum helps in increasing the speed of convergence of the system at cost of overrunning the minima. On the other hand, too low value of momentum may not consistently avoid local minima, and additionally, can make the training sluggish. Learning
Rate is a parameter that dictates the size of changes in weights and biases during learning of the training algorithm.
RESULTS
This section describes how our proposed approach is useful in predicting wind energy. The DBN-WP is trained and tested using five standard wind power datasets. We have separately trained and testes our model on dataset of each wind farm. We exploited year 2007-2010 wind farm data were for training of the DBN-WP model, while year 2011 data was used for testing.
Performance Metrics
To evaluate our model in terms of prediction performance, different error-measures (Standard Deviation Error (SDE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)) are used as performance indicators. RMSE is estimated through the given equation:
where, and is the actual and predicted wind power measurements respectively for the trained model.
Similarly, MAE is expressed as:
Similarly, SDE can be calculated as: 
Power Analysis for Actual and Predicted Values
The performance of the proposed technique is analyzed for measured wind power and predicted wind power, although input feature set is taken from forecast data set. This analysis is made using two different data processing techniques; hold-out test and 5-fold test. In hold-out test, model is trained on two third of data while one third is used for testing. Therefore, the classifier is trained on two third of the data and the rest of the unseen samples are used as test data. Error measures for predicted wind power, obtained using hold-out data processing are plotted in Figure 4 . The hold-out data processing results are compared with that of the 5-fold data processing.
In our proposed model, DBN-WP, 5-fold data processing has also been used. Table 2 . While Table 3 
Performance Comparisons with Existing Schemes
As a next step, we have compared the performance of our proposed technique with base line regressor, Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA), and Amjady et al. [11] and Grassi et al. [7] technique used for wind power prediction. It is important to note here that we have
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implemented their models on our data set for all five wind farms, trained, tested and then made the comparison. This comparison is made in terms of error measures on the dataset, and the resulted values are illustrated in Table 4 . Pictorially it is demonstrated in Figure 10 . 
Computational Time Based Comparisons
Since the proposed technique does not use any explicit feature selection technique, therefore, it was expected that it would take less time in both training and testing phases. For instance, computational time using hold-out data processing for wind farm-5 is shown in Table 5 .
Statistical Analysis of DBN-WP using Several Runs
In order to provide statistical analysis of the prediction performance of the proposed technique, several independent executions of DBN-WP were made. The code was executed for 100 independent runs and different statistical measures were computed and sorted, as shown in Figure 11 . It can be observed from these curves that the proposed solution is stable with the variations of around 2% for RMSE and MAE, and around 1% for SDE from their mean values of 0.124, 0.083 and 0.122, respectively.
CONCLUSIONS
This work proposes deep learning based wind power prediction system, to improve both feature extraction as well as prediction. We can conclude from this study that the non-linear mapping capabilities and depth in architecture make it possible for DBN to effectively predict wind power. 
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